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After Pin and Shoe escape from servitude in the Godmother's fortress, they learn that
she has taken control of Story, which can warp the world around it, forcing people into
its shape, and they decide to try to break out and create their own destinies in this tale
that features many familiar characters.
When the pirates of the Ironic Gentleman kidnap Alex Morningside's beloved new
teacher, Mr. Underwood, Alex sets off on a journey to rescue him and tries to enlist the
help of Captain Magnanimous and others along the way.
“Aziz Abu Sarah rightly reminds us that it's not more travel we should be after, but the
right kind of travel—one that treads lightly, highlights multiple perspectives (including
traditionally marginalized ones), and fosters personal transformation, which is the key to
a better world.” —Norie Quintos, Editor at Large, National Geographic Travel Media
How can we bring together a world polarized by so many seemingly intractable
conflicts? Through tourism? Yes, but a different kind of tourism, one that harnesses the
power of travel to create a more connected and peaceful world. Aziz Abu Sarah argues
that it's through one-on-one contact that we'll begin to heal divides. And he knows this
firsthand. A former Palestinian radical, he cofounded a tour agency with a Jewish
American that originated the Dual Narrative Tours, which are co-led by guides from
different communities, including Israel and Palestine, Ireland, Vietnam, Colombia, and
many other countries. A guide for going beyond museums and monuments to more
transformative, sustainable, and responsible travel experiences, this book is for both
the first-timer and seasoned veteran. Starting with his own moving story of creating
connections across his divided hometown of Jerusalem and expanding to stories from
all over the world, Abu Sarah offers tips on how to meet people naturally and safely,
design an inclusive itinerary, shop to support the local economy, deal with setbacks,
and much more. He shows that if you put down your phone and strike up a
conversation, you can break through the walls that separate us. You'll discover shared
values, build lasting relationships, and realize that ultimately far more unites us than
divides us.
Second in "The Magic Thief" trilogy. Conn's quest to save his city's magic has become
urgent - his power stone is lost, and ruthless assassins are stalking the city's people.
But when Conn blows up Wizard Nevery's home, he is banished from the city, and
travels to Desh, a glittering city in the desert. Ages: 9+
A BBC 2 Between the Covers Book Club Pick - Booker Gems THE NEW YORK TIMES
AND SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER
PRIZE 2017 WINNER OF THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE 'Astonishing' Zadie
Smith 'Stunning' Spectator 'Extraordinary' TLS An extraordinary story of love and hope
from the bestselling author of The Reluctant Fundamentalist All over the world, doors
are appearing. They lead to other cities, other countries, other lives. And in a city
gripped by war, Nadia and Saeed are newly in love. Hardly more than strangers,
desperate to survive, they open a door and step through. But the doors only go one
way. Once you leave, there is no going back. *Coming soon as a major Netflix film produced by Michelle and Barack Obama and starring Riz Ahmed* 'One of the year's
most significant literary works' The New York Times 'A masterpiece' Michael Chabon
'Addictively readable and brilliantly written. Fantastic' Mail on Sunday
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Fer has always felt that she doesn't belong. She hears the call of the wild wood, the
secrets it whispers. When her grandmother reveals clues about the disappearance of
her father and his mystical bond to her mother, Fer begins to unlock secrets about the
parents she never knew. Led to a reflecting pool which uncovers The Way, Fer finds an
enchanting and dangerous land. And it is here that she will realise her destiny - to face
down the deadly Mor and free this land from its imprisonment in ice and evil.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER • NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this award-winning, modern classic that will
remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet!
Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pigstealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now
Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where
the boys build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet
wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful
lot of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the
warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up lake?
Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime and
punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New York Times
*Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well
as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
The first book in the most spellbinding children’s fantasy series of the year, with
beautiful black-and-white inside illustrations by Sarah Warburton. Perfect for fans of
Cressida Cowell and Nevermoor.

In a city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life
of wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead the day he picked
Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone used to
focus magic and work spells. But for some reason he did not. Nevery finds that
interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision that the boy
find a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to search for his stone
between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or what—is stealing the
city of Wellmet's magic.
Discover the fantasy and wonder of The Magic Thief, the first book in Sarah
Prineas’s acclaimed middle grade fantasy series! Diana Wynne Jones, author of
Howl's Moving Castle, said: "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff." In a
city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life of
wizardry and adventure. Conn should have dropped dead the day he picked
Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus magicalicus, a stone used to
focus magic and work spells. But for some reason he did not. Nevery finds that
interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on the provision that the boy
find a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to search for his stone
between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or what—is stealing the
city of Wellmet's magic.
Practically-perfect twelve-year-old Victoria Wright must lie, sneak, and break the
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rules when her investigation of the disappearance of her best--and only--friend,
Lawrence, reveals dark secrets about her town and the orphanage run by the
reclusive Mrs. Cavendish.
The first book of bestselling author Orson Scott Card's Women of Genesis
series—a unique re-imagining of the biblical tale Sarai was a child of ten years,
wise for her age but not yet a woman, when she first met Abram. He appeared
before her in her father's house, filthy from the desert, tired and thirsty. But as the
dirt of travel was washed from his body, the sight of him filled her heart. And
when Abram promises Sarai to return in ten years to take her for his wife, her fate
was sealed. Abram kept his promise, and Sarai kept hers. They were wed, and
so joined the royal house of Ur with the high priesthood of the Hebrews. So
began a lifetime of great joy together, and greater peril: and with the blessing of
their God, a great nation would be built around the core of their love. Bestselling
author Orson Scott Card uses his fertile imagination, and uncanny insight into
human nature, to tell the story of a unique woman—one who is beautiful, tough,
smart, and resourceful in an era when women had little power, and are scarce in
the historical record. Sarah, child of the desert, wife of Abraham, takes on vivid
reality as a woman desirable to kings, a devoted wife, and a faithful follower of
the God of Abraham, chosen to experience an incomparable miracle. Women of
Genesis Sarah Rebekah Rachel and Leah At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In the vein of The Time Traveler's Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of
Addie LaRue When Addie La Rue makes a pact with the devil, she trades her
soul for immortality. But there's always a price - the devil takes away her place in
the world, cursing her to be forgotten by everyone. Addie flees her tiny home
town in 18th-Century France, beginning a journey that takes her across the
world, learning to live a life where no one remembers her and everything she
owns is lost and broken. Existing only as a muse for artists throughout history,
she learns to fall in love anew every single day. Her only companion on this
journey is her dark devil with hypnotic green eyes, who visits her each year on
the anniversary of their deal. Alone in the world, Addie has no choice but to
confront him, to understand him, maybe to beat him. Until one day, in a second
hand bookshop in Manhattan, Addie meets someone who remembers her.
Suddenly thrust back into a real, normal life, Addie realises she can't escape her
fate forever.
Summerkin, the second book in award-winning author Sarah Prineas’s fantasyadventure series that begins with Winterling, follows Fer, a young healer and
warrior who’s fought to become the Lady of the Summerlands and now faces the
task of ruling over a magical people in an enchanted realm. Although Fer
defeated the Mor, the evil, false Lady who terrorized the Summerlands, there are
still those who do not trust her. To prove herself, Fer, aided by her deep
connection to the natural world and her healing arts, enters a challenging contest.
If Fer fails, she will lose her land and the realm will be closed to her forever.
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Sarah Prineas combines a brave and resourceful young heroine with a richly
detailed fantasy world and beloved folklore into a story that will delight middlegrade fans of Diana Wynne Jones, Ingrid Law, and Rick Riordan.
In a city that runs on a dwindling supply of magic, a young boy is drawn into a life
of wizardry and adventure. Author Sarah Prineas works her own spells as she
transports us to an extraordinary world where cities are run on living magic and
even a thief can become a wizard's apprentice. Diana Wynne Jones, author of
Howl's Moving Castle, praised this middle grade fantasy series filled with magic
and wonder, saying of the first, "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff."
This collection contains all four novels in the series, plus the digital original
novella The Magic Thief: A Proper Wizard. The Magic Thief: Conn should have
dropped dead the day he picked Nevery's pocket and touched the wizard's locus
magicalicus, a stone used to focus magic and work spells. But for some reason
he did not. Nevery finds that interesting, and he takes Conn as his apprentice on
the provision that the boy find a locus stone of his own. But Conn has little time to
search for his stone between wizard lessons and helping Nevery discover who—or
what—is stealing the city of Wellmet's magic. The Magic Thief: Lost: Conn may
only be a wizard's apprentice, but even he knows it's dangerous to play with fire .
. . especially around magic. But Conn is drawn to the murmurs he hears every
time he sets off an explosion—something is trying to talk to him, to warn him.
When none of the wizards listen, Conn takes matters into his own hands. His
quest to protect everything he loves brings him face-to-face with a powerful
sorcerer-king and a treachery beyond even his vivid imagination. The Magic
Thief: Found: Sneaking out of prison isn't easy, unless you are a thief, or a
wizard. Luckily, Conn is both! Trouble is, once he's out, where does he go? His
home is a pile of rubble since he blew it up doing magic. His master, the wizard
Nevery, is not happy with him. Worst of all, Conn's been exiled, and staying in the
city will mean his death. The Magic Thief: A Proper Wizard: When Verent, a
young apprentice from neighboring Danivelle, comes to Wellmet to ask for
Conn's help with his city's magical problems, he is less than impressed with
Conn. Will Verent be able to overcome his misgivings about Conn in order to help
his town? And with Conn's help, will Verent become a proper wizard? The Magic
Thief: Home: Duchess Rowan has promoted Conn to ducal magister, but the
other wizards see him only as a thief. But something sinister is brewing, as
magicians' locus stones are being stolen and magical spells are going awry. As
Conn faces old enemies and powerful magical forces, is he strong enough to
save the city he calls home?
The Magic Thief: Home, the fourth book in the acclaimed Magic Thief series (also
including The Magic Thief, The Magic Thief: Lost, and The Magic Thief: Found),
finds new wizard Conn back where he started—accused of being a thief. Despite
successfully securing a balance between the competing magics of Wellmet,
Conn is not happy. Duchess Rowan has promoted him to ducal magister, but the
other wizards see him only as a thief. But something sinister is brewing, as
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magicians' locus stones are being stolen and magical spells are going awry. As
Conn faces old enemies and powerful magical forces, is he strong enough to
save the city he calls home? Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's Moving
Castle, praised this middle grade fantasy series filled with magic and wonder,
saying of the first, "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff."
Conn, the gutterboy thief who became a boy magician, has been made Magister of the
city of Wellmet. But before long, he is back in trouble. Conn and his little dragon Pip are
accused of stealing other magicians' locus stones, the source of their power. Conn
must go back to his life as a ragged gutterboy and slip into the dark and dangerous
Twilight part of the city to discover the real thief and save Wellmet from a dark evil...
The brilliant new mystery from the bestselling, award-winning author of Murder Most
Unladylike. Daisy and Hazel are finally back at Deepdean, and the school is preparing
for a most exciting event: the fiftieth Anniversary. Plans for a weekend of celebrations
are in full swing. But all is not well, for in the detectives' long absence, Deepdean has
changed. Daisy has lost her crown to a fascinating new girl - and many of the Detective
Society's old allies are now their sworn enemies. Then the girls witness a shocking
incident in the woods close by - a crime that they're sure is linked to the Anniversary.
As parents descend upon Deepdean, decades-old grudges, rivalries and secrets begin
to surface, and soon Deepdean's future is at stake. Can the girls solve the case - and
save their home?
“A page-turner of a fantasy with elements of humor as well as intrigue, swordplay, and
librarian-versus-hostile-book combat.” —Booklist “A fast-paced, engaging adventure.”
—Publishers Weekly “One for the books.” —Kirkus Reviews From Sarah Prineas, author
of the acclaimed Magic Thief series, comes a stunning new tween fantasy where books
literally come to life! The powerful Lost Books at the palace library are infecting the rest
with an evil magic, and two unlikely friends must figure out who, or what, is controlling
the books and their power. If they can’t, the entire kingdom could be at risk. Sarah
Prineas returns to her classic middle grade roots with this imaginative, fast-paced
adventure for book lovers everywhere.
Fer must save her realm from the Forsworn, a group destroying the land with their
broken oaths, in Moonkind, the conclusion to award-winning author Sarah Prineas's
fantasy-adventure series, which includes Winterling, Summerkin, and the short story
Thrice Sworn. As the Lady of the Summerlands, Fer has vowed to serve her people
without the deception of the glamorie, and she had trusted other leaders to fulfill the
same promise. But not all of the Lords and Ladies want to keep their oaths, and they've
unleashed the consequences of their betrayal onto the lands. Only Fer, with the help of
the puck-boy Rook, can fight the stillness invading the realm. But can she trust Rook?
And can she protect her people before it's too late? Sarah Prineas combines a brave
and resourceful young heroine with a richly detailed fantasy world and beloved folklore
into a story that will delight middle-grade fans of Diana Wynne Jones, Ingrid Law, and
Rick Riordan.
The Magic ThiefHarperCollins
This sequel to Deadly Flowers is a fast-paced and compelling read with a multitude of
astonishing plot twists. Kata is one of the best employees of a master thief until he sells
her to Madame Chiyome, the woman who trained Kata as a ninja. It turns out that
Madame Chiyome has been hired by Kata’s enemy, Saiko, to capture Kata and the
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magical pearl she possesses. But while escaping her enemies, Kata puts her trusted
group of friends in danger. Should Kata stay loyal to her mission, as a true ninja would,
or to her friends? Can Kata trust the fellow thief who says he is in love with her and
wants to help her? The themes of trust versus independence underlie each of Kata’s
decisions as she tries to get the pearl out of Japan to weaken the demon within it. As
Kata faces one obstacle after another, including a wide range of supernatural creatures,
she is tempted to make a wish to save herself, even though could it be the last wish,
the one that frees the demon and lets him take her soul. Will her sense of duty and
honor prevail against all odds?
In The Magic Thief: Lost, the second book in Sarah Prineas’s acclaimed middle grade
fantasy series, wizard’s apprentice Conn is forced to improvise after he loses his locus
magicalicus—with explosive results! Never mix fire with magic! Conn may only be a
wizard's apprentice, but even he knows it's dangerous to play with fire . . . especially
around magic. His master, Nevery, warns him that it could all blow up in his face.
Besides, they have bigger problems to deal with. There is evil afoot in the city of
Wellmet, an evil that isn't human. But Conn is drawn to the murmurs he hears every
time he sets off an explosion—something is trying to talk to him, to warn him. When
none of the wizards listen, Conn takes matters into his own hands. His quest to protect
everything he loves brings him face-to-face with a powerful sorcerer-king and a
treachery beyond even his vivid imagination. Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's
Moving Castle, praised this middle grade fantasy series filled with magic and wonder,
saying of the first book: "I couldn't put it down. Wonderful, exciting stuff."
Have you ever wondered what you'd do if your life was turned upside-down? This is
what I did... A painter's heartfelt love story suffused in kindness, humour and travel that
will dust you in happiness and touch you with loss.
A space chase that would feel right at home in the world of Star Wars. Unexpectedly
out of this world. --Kirkus Reviews From acclaimed author Sarah Prineas comes an
action-packed, funny, and heartwarming outer-space adventure about a troublesome
little shape-shifter on the run from the law. Perfect for fans of Rick Riordan and Geoff
Rodkey! Trouble knows two things: they are a shapeshifter, and they are running from
something--but they don't know what. So when the StarLeague shows up, Trouble
figures it's time to flee. Changing from blob of goo form, to adorable puppy form, to
human boy form, Trouble stows away on the Hindsight, a ship crewed by the best
navigators and engineers in the galaxy, led by the fearsome Captain Astra. As the ship
travels, Trouble uses the time to figure out how to be a good human boy, and starts to
feel safe. But when a young StarLeague cadet shows up to capture Trouble, things get
complicated, especially when Trouble reveals a shapeshifter form that none of them
could have expected. Soon a chase across the galaxy begins. Safety, freedom, and
home are at stake, and not just for Trouble. From acclaimed author Sarah Prineas
comes a rip-roaring outer space adventure about an oddball hero, a crew of misfits, and
finding family where you least expect it. Praise for Trouble in the Stars A humorous
science fiction adventure that is perfect for Star Wars fans . . . A great choice for middle
grade collections and for readers looking for humorous, action-packed science fiction.
--School Library Journal Trouble in the Stars is a hilarious and heartwarming look at
what it means to be human, have a home and hear the stars sing."--BookPage
This beauty isn’t sleeping! Discover the true story of Sleeping Beauty in Sarah
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Prineas’s bold YA fairy-tale retelling filled with thrilling adventure and romance, perfect
for fans of the Lunar Chronicles and the Girl of Fire and Thorns trilogy. After the spell
protecting her is destroyed, Rose seeks safety in the world outside the valley she had
called home. She’s been kept hidden all her life to delay the three curses she was born
with—curses that will put her into her own fairy tale and a century-long slumber.
Accompanied by Griff, the handsome and mysterious Watcher, and Quirk, his witty and
warmhearted partner, Rose tries to escape from the ties that bind her to her story. But
will the path they take lead them to freedom, or will it bring them straight into the fairy
tale they are trying to avoid? Set in the world of Sarah Prineas’s Ash & Bramble fifty
years later, Rose & Thorn is a powerful retelling of the classic “Sleeping Beauty” tale
where the characters fight to find their own happy ever after.
Conn is following a shooting star through a wilderness of woods and mountains, far
from his home. What is he up to? Conn thinks the star will lead him to his locus
magicalicus, or wizard stone. He needs this to save his city of Wellmet, whose magic is
close to dying. With a new order of exile from Wellmet, this time with a death penalty,
Conn has never been in such a tight fix. When a flame dragon shoots from the sky to
pick him up in his mouth, Conn is swept away to a further adventure. Who is the dragon
and will Conn ever get back to save his city, and himself, in time? INTERACTIVE
WEBSITE Visit www.magicthief.co.uk for fun games, lost diary entries and author
interviews.
The third book in the magical Starfell series, starring misfit witch Willow Moss. Perfect
for readers of 8+ and beautifully illustrated throughout by Sarah Warburton. Willow
Moss and the Lost Day was selected as Waterstones Book of the Month.
Felix Harrowgate, a handsome, well-respected wizard among his aristocratic peers,
finds his dark past as an abused slave coming back to haunt him and joins forces with
Mildmay the Fox, a thief and assassin, to stop the demons of darkness. Reprint.
From award-winning author Sarah Prineas comes a brand-new digital short story! This
original 50-page short story will enchant fans of the Magic Thief series. Thief-turnedwizard Connwaer has earned the reputation as one of the greatest magisters of the
age, but not everyone believes in his abilities. When Verent, a young apprentice from
neighboring Danivelle, comes to Wellmet to ask for Conn's help with his city's magical
problems, he is less than impressed with Conn. Will Verent be able to overcome his
misgivings about Conn in order to help his town? And with Conn's help, will Verent
become a proper wizard? Includes a special sneak peek at the first chapter of The
Magic Thief: Home, the fourth installment in the Magic Thief series!
Forget everything you think you know about faeries. . . . Creatures full of magic and
whimsy? Not in the Oakenwyld. Not anymore. Deep inside the great Oak lies a dying
faery realm, bursting with secrets instead of magic. Long ago the faeries mysteriously
lost their magic. Robbed of their powers, they have become selfish and dull-witted. Now
their numbers are dwindling and their very survival is at stake. Only one young
faery—Knife—is determined to find out where her people's magic has gone and try to get
it back. Unlike her sisters, Knife is fierce and independent. She's not afraid of
anything—not the vicious crows, the strict Faery Queen, or the fascinating humans living
nearby. But when Knife disobeys the Faery Queen and befriends a human named Paul,
her quest becomes more dangerous than she realizes. Can Knife trust Paul to help, or
has she brought the faeries even closer to the brink of destruction? Talented newcomer
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R. J. Anderson creates an extraordinary new fantasy world and weaves a gripping tale
of lost magic, high adventure, and surprising friendship in which the fate of an entire
realm rests on the shoulders of one brave faery rebel.
"Beautifully told. This appealing book is about losses healed, lies uncovered, cruelty
defeated and goodness rewarded." The Sunday Times September 1939. When Jimmy
is evacuated to a small village in Wales, it couldn't be more different from London.
Green, quiet and full of strangers, he instantly feels out of place. But then he finds a
skull hidden in a tree, and suddenly the valley is more frightening than the war. Who
can Jimmy trust? His brother is too little; his best friend has changed. Finding an ally in
someone he never expects, they set out together to uncover the secrets that lie with the
skull. What they discover will change Jimmy – and the village – forever. A mesmerising
mystery about bravery and brotherhood from an outstanding new voice.
Jennifer— Things here have gotten very bad. My girl, when you opened the Way,
something happened. It has been weeks since you left, and spring has still not come.
The rains continue, every day. Winter has been creeping back in. The river through
town is flooding, and none of the farmers have been able to put in their crops. I am
afraid that something from that world is spilling over into ours. You must come home at
once. I need you here. But Fer can't go home yet. Ever since she went through the
Way, she's felt an attachment to this new world and its magic, and senses that it is
perilously out of balance. The key to healing the land and defeating its powerful ruler
lies in Fer's past and the parents she never knew. She must discover who she is and
unleash her inner warrior before the worlds on both sides of the Way plunge into a
never-ending winter.
This paperback edition of The Magic Thief: Home, the fourth book in the acclaimed
Magic Thief series, finds new wizard Conn back where he started—accused of being a
thief. Despite successfully securing a balance between the competing magics of
Wellmet, Conn is not happy. Duchess Rowan has promoted him to ducal magister, but
the other wizards only see him as a thief. Something sinister is brewing, as magicians'
locus stones are being stolen and magical spells are going awry. As Conn faces old
enemies and powerful magical forces, is he strong enough to save the city he calls
home? Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's Moving Castle, praised this middle grade
fantasy series filled with magic and wonder, saying of the first book, "I couldn't put it
down. Wonderful, exciting stuff."
Never turn your back on a dragon! Sneaking out of prison isn't easy, unless you are a
thief, or a wizard. Luckily, Conn is both! Trouble is, once he's out, where does he go?
His home is a pile of rubble since he blew it up doing magic. His master, the wizard
Nevery, is not happy with him. Worst of all, Conn's been exiled, and staying in the city
will mean his death. But Wellmet is in danger from an evil predator coming to destroy
the city, and Conn must set off on a quest to fight it. Suddenly, a huge shadow looms
over him and he is swept away by something more awesome than his wildest
imaginings. Is Conn brave enough to answer magic's call, or is he really just a thief at
heart? Sarah Prineas's incredible world explodes with adventure—a place where cities
run on living magic and heroes come from the most surprising places.
The heartwarming and adventure-filled sequel to Trouble in the Stars, in which Trouble,
an adorable but dangerous shape-shifter must travel the galaxy on a rescue mission
with their best friend Electra and a troublesome baby shapeshifter. Perfect for fans of
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Greg van Eekhout and Geoff Rodkey. After the adventure and havoc of escaping the
evil General Smag, Trouble is happy to finally be settling in to their new home with their
best friend, Electra, and the misfit crew of the Hindsight. Maybe danger is finally behind
them. But Trouble has a situation to deal with: training the rescued baby shapeshifter
and helping it figure out who--and what--they are. But trying to be a good big sibling to a
proto-being isn't the only challenge facing Trouble. Trouble's best friend, Electra, was
taken from her home as a baby and was raised at a military academy, where she was
trained to become a loyal StarLeague cadet. Now Electra is determined to rescue the
other cadets so they can have normal childhoods instead of becoming lethal weapons,
like her. Her plan? To infiltrate the academy as a senior student and then engineer an
escape by the entire student body. Trouble knows they must help Electra carry out her
plan. But when Electra goes missing, Trouble, determined to rescue the rescuer, goes
undercover at the academy, even if it's not as easy as you'd think for a shapeshifter to
pretend to be a military cadet. Especially when Trouble finds that the baby shapeshifter
has come along. Now Trouble must do whatever it takes to save Electra and the other
cadets--and figure out a strange mystery coming from the deep dark edges of space.
Because something's coming...
'Weird and wild and wonderfully unsettling... Dive in for just a moment and you'll
emerge gasping and haunted' Celeste Ng, bestselling author of Little Fires Everywhere
It's been sixteen years since Gretel last saw her mother, half a lifetime to forget her
childhood on the canals. But a phone call will soon reunite them, and bring those wild
years flooding back: the secret language that Gretel and her mother invented; the
strange boy, Marcus, living on the boat that final winter; the creature said to be
underwater, swimming ever closer. In the end there will be nothing for Gretel to do but
to wade deeper into their past, where family secrets and aged prophesies will all come
tragically alive again. 'As readable as it is dazzling, full of unsettling twists and dark
revelations' Observer **SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2018**
A woman's heart proves as infinite as the night sky in a breathtaking fantasy by Wall
Street Journal bestselling author Charlie N. Holmberg. When a star dies, a new one
must be born. The Sun God chooses the village of Endwever to provide a mortal womb.
The birthing of a star is always fatal for the mother, and Ceris Wenden, who considers
herself an outsider, sacrifices herself to secure her family's honor and take control of
her legacy. But after her star child is born, Ceris does what no other star mother has:
she survives. When Ceris returns to Endwever, however, it's not nine months later--it's
seven hundred years later. Inexplicably displaced in time, Ceris is determined to seek
out her descendants. Being a woman traveling alone brings its own challenges, until
Ceris encounters a mysterious--and desperate--godling. Ristriel is incorporeal, a
fugitive, a trickster, and the only being who can guide Ceris safely to her destination.
Now, as Ceris traverses realms both mortal and beyond, her journey truly begins.
Together, pursued across the Earth and trespassing the heavens, Ceris and Ristriel are
on a path to illuminate the mysteries that bind them and discover the secrets of the
celestial world.
A young boy who dreams of riding a deadly unicorn of his own fights for his destiny in
this fantastical middle grade debut perfect for fans of the Percy Jackson and Eragon
series! Unicorns don’t belong in fairy tales—they belong in nightmares. The deadly
beasts can only be tamed by the rider who hatches them. Skandar Smith has only ever
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wanted to be a unicorn rider, and the time has finally come for him to take his Hatchery
Exam, which will determine whether he is destined to hatch a unicorn egg. But when
Skandar is stopped from taking the exam, and the mysterious and frightening Weaver
steals the most powerful unicorn in the world, becoming a rider proves a lot more
dangerous than he could ever have imagined. As he faces elemental magic, fierce sky
battles, ancient secrets, nail-biting races and, of course, bloodthirsty unicorns, Skandar
realizes he and his friends are in graver danger than he ever imagined.
“An adventurous dragon tale that delivers an emotionally satisfying ending.” —Kirkus
Fly with the dragons in this stunning fantasy from Sarah Prineas, author of the
acclaimed Magic Thief series! Rafi Bywater is unlike anyone else. The people in his
village don’t trust him because he spends too much time in an abandoned dragon lair.
When a stranger, Mister Flitch, accuses Rafi of being “dragon-touched,” Rafi sets off to
discover the truth about dragons—and about himself. On his journey, Rafi befriends a
brilliant scientist, Maud, who has secrets of her own. Together they search for dragons
while escaping from a dangerous dragon hunter, engaging in a steam-engine car
chase, and figuring out what Mister Flitch really wants with Rafi. And, oh yes, they do
find the dragons. Sarah Prineas delivers a sweeping adventure filled with glorious
dragons of all kinds!
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